OCEANS X ONE
CO2 CHALLENGE

A serious game for seafarers that stimulates dialogue,
data-driven insights, knowledge sharing, personal growth
and real action to reduce the ecological footprint in order to
positively impact the sustainability of our maritime sector.
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Scope of Challenge

In 2018 the United Nations International Maritime Organization (IMO) set up an
initial strategy committed to reducing CO2 emissions from international shipping
by at least 40% in 2030. The IMO strategy on international shipping is a major step
forward in global action to combat climate change in alignment with the 2015 Paris
Agreement.
The IMO ambition sends a clear signal to the international shipping industry and all
IMO member states, including the Netherlands, to implement and support energy
efficiency in the shipping sector. The Netherlands has translated the IMO strategy
into collective intentions for the maritime sector expressed in the Green Deal on
Maritime and Inland Shipping and Ports.
The ambitions set down in these agreements will require a revolution in the
maritime industry. It challenges the shipping industry to stimulate awareness and
investment in the development of low-carbon and zero-carbon fuels and innovative
energy efficient technologies.
Reduction of the CO2 emissions by 40% by 2030 provides an exciting and
challenging opportunity for the maritime industry. But how will we get there? To
support and accelerate CO2 reduction in international shipping, OceansX has
launched the Oceans1 CO2 Challenge for sea shipping in 2020. This challenge
invites, inspires and supports individual crews of seagoing vessels to reduce their
CO2 footprint.
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What is OceansX

OceansX is an integrated do-tank. OceansX initiates and supports movements for
purpose driven individuals to freely engage and catalyze action in social challenges.
Our conviction is that shared intentions and collective ambitions are best met by
dedicated action and a start-by-doing attitude. The not-for-profit legal construct
and platform supports co-creation requirements for organizations, knowledge
institutions and governmental entities.
At OceansX we believe social innovation is as important as technical innovation. We
believe fact-based impact will follow once a diverse and inclusive public is engaged.
Therefore we embrace purpose, inclusivity and open innovation as our core values.
OceansX is reinventing the way we learn, work and live together in a, ever faster,
changing world.
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Oceans1 The CO2 Challenge

General
The Oceans1 CO2 Challenge focusses on mobilizing individual crews of seagoing
vessels to accelerate CO2 reduction through social and technical innovation. By
providing customized support, data-driven insights, shared knowledge and a
supporting gamified environment Oceans1 will boost social innovation. As social
innovation gains momentum Oceans1 will integrate technical innovation within the
challenge to test viable solutions that help reduce the ecological footprint and cut
CO2 emissions.
Oceans1’s ambition is to become a key momentum driver for a sustainable maritime
industry.
In the challenge, crews of seagoing vessels will race each other on a digital online
and open platform. The participating crew that is most sincere and effective in their
effort to reduce their CO2-footprint will be the winner. During the challenge match
points can be earned by sharing experiences and knowledge with the community.
The race is handicapped (weighted) in order to ensure fair competition.
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Processes
Onboarding

Every crew will receive a start package. In this start package the crew will find the
challenge regulations and onboarding protocol. The protocol will initiate the data
collection process to facilitate data driven insights and feedback. It is vessel specific
and will be discussed in detail with each crew and organization. The protocol
introduces the crew and acquaints them with the online platform and the Oceans1
video application. Once the protocol is executed every crew is able to interactively
participate in the online community.
Data management
The entire process from data collection to data presentation and feedback is called
data management. In this process various steps are defined to provide adequate
data security while maintaining the possibility to learn from and stimulate each other
regarding our common environmental issue.
The data management infrastructure is hosted by the Royal Netherlands Navy. The
data-flow processes (data-engineering and data-analysis) are executed by students
and subject matter experts from different academia, the Netherlands Armed Forces
and the Netherlands maritime sector.
Gamification
The movement that the crews will initiate within their context is what Oceans1
defines as social innovation. To catalyze this movement Oceans1 provides a gamified
environment (playground), interaction (challenges & missions) and a scoreboard.
Community
Oceans1 facilitates the crossroads of social innovation and technical innovation.
These crossroads provide effective and efficient piloting trajectories for suppliers of
innovation. The Oceans1 platform provides matchmaking, effect monitoring (datadriven), crowdfunding and forum and networking applications for the community.
Driving the principles of open innovation and inclusivity.
Effect monitoring
Oceans1 is a movement. The end state of the movement is not defined. However,
effects that follow as a result of the movement have to be identified, defined and
shared.
The social innovation effect will be monitored. This tooling is integrated in the
Oceans1 platform. The tool supports impact monitoring, evaluation and horizon
scanning through understanding of human behavior and dynamics. The tool helps
to gain evidence-based insights built on the reality of day to day narratives. The
narratives will be collected via the Oceans1 platform.
The technical innovation effects will be monitored by analyzing data. With a quicklook feedback loop insights and assessments will stimulate the social innovation
processes of the crews. As the challenge proceeds and the data set grows, thorough
scientific insights and assessment will be generated. The results will be reflected in
different academic dissertations and articles. Oceans1 will host events to share these
within the entire maritime community.
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Financial projections
General

To facilitate the challenge and the social & technical innovation Oceans1 requires
financial means and in-kind contributions. The financial means will be met by a
yearly contribution fee of participating crews and miscellaneous funding (grants,
sponsorships and donations).
Contribution fee participants
The contribution fee for participants is set at €10,000 per crew per year. A minimum
contribution of six participants is required on a yearly basis to continue the challenge
in the most basic form.
In-kind contributions
OceansX strives towards win-win-win situations by making the voluntary
contribution beneficial for all involved. In-kind contributions incline towards
legal, communication, knowledge and data warehousing support. More in-kind
contributions are foreseen during the challenge and are very much welcomed.
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